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ARI Insights is the State of Georgia’s central fleet repository that houses 
specific vehicle-related data pertaining to transactions and utilization. 
Information such as vehicle inventory, maintenance, repair, mileage and 
assignments are captured within ARI Insights. This enables fleet personnel 
to maximize how critical fleet assets are purchased, maintained and 
optimized throughout their useful life. 

 
 
 
 

WEX Online is a solution for managing the state’s fuel needs provided 
through WEX Inc. This tool allows fleet personnel to manage fuel 
expenditures, assign driver pin numbers, view invoices, run transaction 
detail reports, edit authorization profiles, issue or suspend fuel cards, etc. 

 
 
 

WEX ClearView is an analytical tool that allows fleet personnel to view 
overall fuel spending, classify fraudulent activity, identify fuel consumption 
patterns, research anomalies, and view exceptions based on certain criteria. 
Additionally, ClearView lets you track fleet purchases by fuel type, gallons 
purchased, prices, and expenditures—so you can identify and prioritize key 
cost drivers, problems, and spending behaviors. ClearView produces 
compelling charts and graphs that make your data easy to understand. 

 
 
 

DriverCheck manages the State of Georgia’s Report My Driving Program, 
which permits citizens to call in and report the driving behavior of State of 
Georgia's drivers. Users for this program have access to maintain and 
update asset records, run reports, and access to Observation Reports. 

 
 
 

Team Georgia Learning is the DOAS Learning Management System (LMS) 
which contains the educational courses, training and learning programs that 
the Office of Fleet Management provides to the Fleet Coordinators 
throughout the State. The application helps the Office of Fleet Management 
with the administration, delivery, tracking, documentation, and reporting of 
the Fleet Coordinators education record. 

 
 

ClearView Snap pushes reports, via email, each month right to your inbox 
that provides dashboard-based views in the form of easy-to-interpret charts 
and graphs. These graphs and charts depict fuel expense insights that gives 
you a quick snapshot of your agency’s fueling activity. 
ClearView Snap dashboards include: 
• Fuel consumption in gallons and dollars 
• Mid- and premium-grade fuel purchasing 
• fuel spend by product type and 
• A list of your highest-spending drivers. Spreadsheets 

 
 

The dashboard metrics are intended to provide Fleet Managers with a quick           
look into how they are performing relative to different metrics. These metrics 
have different times in which they are updated, so refer to the metric 
descriptions for time intervals. The Replacement Cycle Analysis and 
Underutilized Vehicle Analysis are tools Fleet Managers can use to help 
better manage the utilization and replacement of vehicles.  
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